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Stimuli: Audiovisual; discourses from Fraundorf, Watson, & Benjamin (2010)!
!

Steve and his wife had been wanting to visit the Grand Canyon and the 
Everglades. Steve’s employer told him he could take a week of vacation either 
in the spring or in the fall. Steve and his family considered their options before 
deciding to visit the Grand Canyon in the spring.!
!
Independent variables: Manipulated orthogonally on critical words!
!

•   Pitch accent: Contrastive or presentational!
•   Gesture: Beat or no beat!
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Top-down expectations affect integration of multiple 
cues to emphasis in discourse"

Laura M. Morett1 & Scott H. Fraundorf2"
1Yale University; 2University of Pittsburgh"

Cues to emphasis!
!

Pitch accent: Changes in F0, increased duration, or greater intensity in speech"
•  Presentational (H*): Indicates new information"
•  Contrastive (L+H*): Indicates contrast; memory better than presentational"
Beat gesture: Simple rhythmic gestures emphasizing co-occurring speech"
•  Reflect intonation and pitch accenting in speech"
•  Words with beat gestures remembered better than words without"

Theoretical accounts of cue integration!
!

Processing instructions (bottom-up): Cues attract attention to discourse "
•  Prediction: Pitch accent and beat gesture contribute to memory when present"
Data explanation (top-down): Listeners model talker’s communicative intent"
•  Prediction: Absence of cues also informative if produced in other cases"

Current study!
!

•  Purpose: Determine how cues are integrated and affect memory for discourse"
•  Hypothesis: Absence of cues informative if cues produced in some cases"

Integration of multiple cues!

•  When a talker sometimes emphasizes information with beat gesture, its 
absence indicates that the information is unimportant, leading listeners to 
disregard pitch accenting as an additional cue to importance"

•  When a talker never emphasizes information with beat gesture, listeners 
interpret the presence of contrastive pitch accenting as a cue to importance, 
leading them to devote additional attention and memory to the information"

Theoretical implications!
!

•  Consistent with data-explanation views, the results suggest that listeners 
model talkers’ intent during discourse interpretation, explaining how multiple 
cues to emphasis are integrated and how they affect memory for discourse"

•  Indicates that discourse interpretation is not strictly a bottom-up process; 
rather, listeners’ top-down expectations influence their interpretation of cues 
and memory for discourse produced by different talkers"

Dependent variable: Memory for events in discourse after ~20 min. delay!
!

• Measured with two-alternative forced choice recognition test"
• Steve and his wife decided to visit " " for vacation."
  (1) Grand Canyon !(2) Everglades"
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n = 32
*

†

•  Beat gesture: Contrastive remembered better than presentational accent"
•  No beat gesture: No difference for contrastive vs. presentational accent"

Differs from finding that contrastive pitch accenting enhances memory for 
discourses presented as audio only without beat gesture (Fraundorf et al., 2010)"
!

Question: Is this difference a consequence of using video stimuli?"

Stimuli: Same as Experiment 1, except included no beat conditions only; beat 
gesture completely absent from all discourses!
!
Experimental design!
!

•   Independent variable: Contrastive or presentational pitch accent"
•   Dependent variable: Memory for events in discourse after ~20 min. delay !

Presentational
Contrastive

Pitch accent!

No beat gestures in 
Experiment 2

n = 32

•  No beat gesture: Contrastive remembered better than presentational accent"

When beat gesture is never present, contrastive pitch accenting enhances 
memory for relevant information in discourse!
"

Use of video stimuli does not affect pitch accent interpretation, verifying 
findings of audio-only paradigm without beat gesture (Fraundorf et al., 2010)"
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Gesture! Gesture!


